
信号屏蔽电缆4*2.5|4*0.75|4*1.0

产品名称 信号屏蔽电缆4*2.5|4*0.75|4*1.0

公司名称 上海邮江电线电缆有限公司

价格 5.00/米

规格参数 品牌:上海邮江
型号:4*2.5|4*0.75|4*1.0

公司地址 上海市浦东新区秀浦路2500弄6号

联系电话 021-61183155-8005 18049710052

产品详情

产品名称：信号屏蔽电缆4*2.5|4*0.75|4*1.0 品    牌：youjiang邮江 型    号：rvvp trvvp 上海邮江电
缆厂专业生产屏蔽电缆、kvvp/kvvrp控制屏蔽电缆、rvvp信号屏蔽线、trvvp拖链屏蔽电缆、rvvsp/trvvsp编
码器双绞屏蔽电缆、zr-kvvp阻燃控制屏蔽线、nh-rvvp耐火信号屏蔽电缆 kvvrp2*0.5 kvvrp3*0.5 kvvrp4*0.5
kvvrp5*0.5 kvvrp6*0.5 kvvrp7*0.5 kvvrp8*0.5 kvvrp9*0.5 kvvrp10*0.5 kvvrp11*0.5 kvvrp12*0.5 kvvrp13*0.5
kvvrp14*0.5 kvvrp15*0.5 kvvrp16*0.5 kvvrp17*0.5 kvvrp18*0.5 kvvrp19*0.5 kvvrp20*0.5 kvvrp21*0.5 kvvrp22*0.5
kvvrp23*0.5 kvvrp24*0.5 kvvrp25*0.5 kvvrp26*0.5 kvvrp27*0.5 kvvrp28*0.5 kvvrp29*0.5 kvvrp30*0.5 kvvrp31*0.5
kvvrp32*0.5 kvvrp33*0.5 kvvrp34*0.5 kvvrp35*0.5 kvvrp36*0.5 kvvrp37*0.5 kvvrp38*0.5 kvvrp39*0.5 kvvrp40*0.5
kvvrp2*0.75 kvvrp3*0.75 kvvrp4*0.75 kvvrp5*0.75 kvvrp6*0.75 kvvrp7*0.75 kvvrp8*0.75 kvvrp9*0.75 kvvrp10*0.75
kvvrp11*0.75 kvvrp12*0.75 kvvrp13*0.75 kvvrp14*0.75 kvvrp15*0.75 kvvrp16*0.75 kvvrp17*0.75 kvvrp18*0.75
kvvrp19*0.75 kvvrp20*0.75 kvvrp21*0.75 kvvrp22*0.75 kvvrp23*0.75 kvvrp24*0.75 kvvrp25*0.75 kvvrp26*0.75
kvvrp27*0.75 kvvrp28*0.75 kvvrp29*0.75 kvvrp30*0.75 kvvrp31*0.75 kvvrp32*0.75 kvvrp33*0.75 kvvrp34*0.75
kvvrp35*0.75 kvvrp36*0.75 kvvrp37*0.75 kvvrp38*0.75 kvvrp39*0.75 kvvrp40*0.75 kvvrp2*1.0 kvvrp3*1.0
kvvrp4*1.0 kvvrp5*1.0 kvvrp6*1.0 kvvrp7*1.0 kvvrp8*1.0 kvvrp9*1.0 kvvrp10*1.0 kvvrp11*1.0 kvvrp12*1.0
kvvrp13*1.0 kvvrp14*1.0 kvvrp15*1.0 kvvrp16*1.0 kvvrp17*1.0 kvvrp18*1.0 kvvrp19*1.0 kvvrp20*1.0 kvvrp21*1.0
kvvrp22*1.0 kvvrp23*1.0 kvvrp24*1.0 kvvrp25*1.0 kvvrp26*1.0 kvvrp27*1.0 kvvrp28*1.0 kvvrp29*1.0 kvvrp30*1.0
kvvrp31*1.0 kvvrp32*1.0 kvvrp33*1.0 kvvrp34*1.0 kvvrp35*1.0 kvvrp36*1.0 kvvrp37*1.0 kvvrp38*1.0 kvvrp39*1.0
kvvrp40*1.0 kvvrp2*1.25 kvvrp3*1.25 kvvrp4*1.25 kvvrp5*1.25 kvvrp6*1.25 kvvrp7*1.25 kvvrp8*1.25 kvvrp9*1.25
kvvrp10*1.25 kvvrp11*1.25 kvvrp12*1.25 kvvrp13*1.25 kvvrp14*1.25 kvvrp15*1.25 kvvrp16*1.25 kvvrp17*1.25
kvvrp18*1.25 kvvrp19*1.25 kvvrp20*1.25 kvvrp21*1.25 kvvrp22*1.25 kvvrp23*1.25 kvvrp24*1.25 kvvrp25*1.25
kvvrp26*1.25 kvvrp27*1.25 kvvrp28*1.25 kvvrp29*1.25 kvvrp30*1.25 kvvrp31*1.25 kvvrp32*1.25 kvvrp33*1.25
kvvrp34*1.25 kvvrp35*1.25 kvvrp36*1.25 kvvrp37*1.25 kvvrp38*1.25 kvvrp39*1.25 kvvrp40*1.25 kvvrp2*1.5
kvvrp3*1.5 kvvrp4*1.5 kvvrp5*1.5 kvvrp6*1.5 kvvrp7*1.5 kvvrp8*1.5 kvvrp9*1.5 kvvrp10*1.5 kvvrp11*1.5
kvvrp12*1.5 kvvrp13*1.5 kvvrp14*1.5 kvvrp15*1.5 kvvrp16*1.5 kvvrp17*1.5 kvvrp18*1.5 kvvrp19*1.5 kvvrp20*1.5
kvvrp21*1.5 kvvrp22*1.5 kvvrp23*1.5 kvvrp24*1.5 kvvrp25*1.5 kvvrp26*1.5 kvvrp27*1.5 kvvrp28*1.5 kvvrp29*1.5
kvvrp30*1.5 kvvrp31*1.5 kvvrp32*1.5 kvvrp33*1.5 kvvrp34*1.5 kvvrp35*1.5 kvvrp36*1.5 kvvrp37*1.5 kvvrp38*1.5
kvvrp39*1.5 kvvrp40*1.5 kvvrp2*2.0 kvvrp3*2.0 kvvrp4*2.0 kvvrp5*2.0 kvvrp6*2.0 kvvrp7*2.0 kvvrp8*2.0
kvvrp9*2.0 kvvrp10*2.0 kvvrp11*2.0 kvvrp12*2.0 kvvrp13*2.0 kvvrp14*2.0 kvvrp15*2.0 kvvrp16*2.0 kvvrp17*2.0
kvvrp18*2.0 kvvrp19*2.0 kvvrp20*2.0 kvvrp21*2.0 kvvrp22*2.0 kvvrp23*2.0 kvvrp24*2.0 kvvrp25*2.0 kvvrp26*2.0



kvvrp27*2.0 kvvrp28*2.0 kvvrp29*2.0 kvvrp30*2.0 kvvrp31*2.0 kvvrp32*2.0 kvvrp33*2.0 kvvrp2*2.5 kvvrp3*2.5
kvvrp4*2.5 kvvrp5*2.5 kvvrp6*2.5 kvvrp7*2.5 kvvrp8*2.5 kvvrp9*2.5 kvvrp10*2.5 kvvrp11*2.5 kvvrp12*2.5
kvvrp13*2.5 kvvrp14*2.5 kvvrp15*2.5 kvvrp16*2.5 kvvrp17*2.5 kvvrp18*2.5 kvvrp19*2.5 kvvrp20*2.5 kvvrp21*2.5
kvvrp22*2.5 kvvrp23*2.5 kvvrp24*2.5 kvvrp25*2.5 kvvrp26*2.5 kvvrp27*2.5 kvvrp28*2.5 kvvrp29*2.5 kvvrp30*2.5
kvvrp31*2.5 kvvrp32*2.5 kvvrp33*2.5 kvvrp2*3.0 kvvrp3*3.0 kvvrp4*3.0 kvvrp5*3.0 kvvrp6*3.0 kvvrp7*3.0
kvvrp8*3.0 kvvrp9*3.0 kvvrp10*3.0 kvvrp11*3.0 kvvrp12*3.0 kvvrp13*3.0 kvvrp14*3.0 kvvrp15*3.0 kvvrp16*3.0
kvvrp17*3.0 kvvrp18*3.0 kvvrp19*3.0 kvvrp20*3.0 kvvrp21*3.0 kvvrp22*3.0 kvvrp23*3.0 kvvrp24*3.0 kvvrp25*3.0
kvvrp26*3.0 kvvrp27*3.0 kvvrp28*3.0 kvvrp29*3.0 kvvrp30*3.0 kvvrp31*3.0 kvvrp32*3.0 kvvrp33*3.0 kvvrp2*4.0
kvvrp3*4.0 kvvrp4*4.0 kvvrp5*4.0 kvvrp6*4.0 kvvrp7*4.0 kvvrp8*4.0 kvvrp9*4.0 kvvrp10*4.0 kvvrp11*4.0
kvvrp12*4.0 kvvrp13*4.0 kvvrp14*4.0 kvvrp15*4.0 kvvrp16*4.0 kvvrp17*4.0 kvvrp18*4.0 kvvrp19*4.0 kvvrp20*4.0
kvvrp21*4.0 kvvrp22*4.0 kvvrp23*4.0 kvvrp24*4.0 kvvrp25*4.0 kvvrp2*6.0 kvvrp3*6.0 kvvrp4*6.0 kvvrp5*6.0
kvvrp6*6.0 kvvrp7*6.0 kvvrp8*6.0 kvvrp9*6.0 kvvrp10*6.0 kvvrp11*6.0 kvvrp12*6.0 kvvrp13*6.0 kvvrp14*6.0
kvvrp15*6.0 kvvrp16*6.0 kvvrp17*6.0 kvvrp18*6.0 kvvrp19*6.0 kvvrp2*10.0 kvvrp3*10.0 kvvrp4*10.0 kvvrp5*10.0
kvvrp6*10.0 kvvrp7*10.0 kvvrp8*10.0 kvvrp9*10.0 kvvrp10*10.0 kvvrp2*16.0 kvvrp3*16.0 kvvrp4*16.0 kvvrp5*16.0
kvvrp6*16.0 kvvrp7*16.0 kvvrp8*16.0 kvvrp9*16.0 kvvrp2*25.0 kvvrp3*25.0 kvvrp4*25.0 kvvrp5*25.0 kvvrp6*25.0
kvvrp2*35.0 kvvrp3*35.0 kvvrp4*35.0 kvvrp5*35.0  
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